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The Heritage
Foundation features
Walter on webinar
discussing how
conservative nonprofits
can best navigate the
pandemic.

see

Walter testifies before
the IRS on donor
privacy regulation.
Labor Dept. leader
requests meeting with
CRC staff about 2020
policy items.

JANUARY

Researcher Hayden
Ludwig interviewed
at CPAC by Judicial
Watch about
environmental
groups.

Anti-communist
group features
CRC review of
Five Fingers
Over You.

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Walter quoted
in Chronicle of
Philanthropy on the
Ford Foundation.

Walter begins yearlong consultation with
Administration official on
nonprofit grantees.

Key
Congressman
requests briefing
on environmental
groups behind
the Green
New Deal.

CRC begins
sounding the
alarm: the Left’s
vote-by-mail plans
will harm election
integrity.

APRIL

CRC’s film
No Safe
Spaces begins
streaming
on demand.

CRC releases Part
1 of our analysis of
George Soros and his
international influence.

Researcher Robert
Stilson’s exposé on
the Legal Services
Corporation draws
a response from
LSC president.

BY DECEMBER 2020, CRC VIDEOS REACHED OVER 22 MILLION VIEWS!

Election integrity
expert uses
CRC’s research
on the Left’s
voting machine
to educate the
public on the
2020 threats.

MAY

CRC breaks news
of the Black Lives
Matter movement’s
tangled funding
schemes, including
ties to violent
radical Susan
Rosenberg, Mark
Levin, the Wall
Street Journal and
others feature our
scoop.

JUNE

CRC’s releases
a brief video
critiquing the New
York Times’s
1619 Project that
ultimately receives
1.5+ million views.

CRC’s website
traffic spikes
because of our
research on Antifa
and Black Lives
Matter.

Walter and Ludwig
interviewed for
the documentary
Billionaire Radical:
George Soros and
the Scheme to
Remake America.

As InfluenceWatch
turns three, the
website reaches
1 million pageviews,
doubling previous
year’s traffic.

First article in
CRC’s Russiagate
series published,
– “Introducing the
Trump-Russia
Collusion Hoax
Archive” followed
by over a dozen
related exposés.

CRC briefs
policymakers from the
White House, Senate,
and House on the
BLM movement.

JULY

Viral video critiquing
BLM captures
2.6 million views,
features McArthur
Genius Grant winner
Bob Woodson as
narrator.

AUGUST

Video critique of
socialist historian
Howard Zinn
receives Award
at Anthem Film
Festival.

CRC’s 2020 video
views cross
5 million,
surpassing 2019
views.

The stars of No
Safe Spaces host
#CancelCon, an
online event that
promotes free
speech on campus to
1.25 million viewers.

SEPTEMBER

CRC publishes
updated report on
Arabella Advisors,
the Left’s “dark
money” ATM,
showing $600+
million that could
influence the 2020
elections.

Rep. Jim Jordan
uses our reporting
on left-wing “dark
money” at a House
hearing.

Dinesh D’Souza
responds to
his critics in an
interview with
Walter.

The WSJ and
Sen. Cruz use
our research on
Arabella Advisors to
defend Amy Coney
Barrett.

CRC publishes
special report on
the Left’s Voting
Machine.

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

CRC publishes
major report on the
radical background
of BLM leaders.
National Review
commissions CRC
labor expert Mike
Watson to write an
article on the
dangers of
conservatives’
working with union
leaders.

InfluenceWatch
crosses 1 million
unique visitors and
2 million pageviews, doubling
2019 figures.

Walter testifies to
the Georgia Senate
on Zuckerberg’s
election interference,
then goes on Tucker
Carlson’s Show to
explain.

CRC begins
tracking BidenHarris Transition
Personnel on
InfluenceWatch.

DECEMBER

Our special report
explains the Left’s
4 to 1 superiority
in “charitable”
money influencing
public policy.

2,596,381 VIEWS

907,649 VIEWS

226,774 VIEWS

159,086 VIEWS

130,679 VIEWS

Why Conservatives Have a
Problem with Black Lives
Matter with Robert Woodson

The 1619 Project’s
Fake History

Are Feminism & Islam
Compatible?

What Happened in Venezuela
Can Happen Anywhere
with Andrés Guilarte

Ban Police Unions!

Facebook and YouTube:
• 2020 views: 7.6 million
• 16.7 million minutes viewed on YouTube alone
• 13k+ new followers/subscribers

